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Abstract

Backtracking (i.e., reverse execution) helps the user of a debugger to
naturally think backwards along the execution path of a program, and
thinking backwards makes it easy to locate the origin of a bug. So far
backtracking has been implemented mostly by state saving or by check-
pointing. These implementations, however, inherently do not scale. As
has often been said, the ultimate solution for backtracking is to use re-
verse code: executing the reverse code restores the previous states of a
program. In our earlier work, we presented a method to generate reverse
code on the fly while running a debugger. This article presents a case
study of dynamic reverse-code generation. We compare the memory us-
age of various backtracking methods in a simple but nontrivial example, a
bounded-buffer program. In the case of non-deterministic programs such
as this bounded-buffer program, our dynamic reverse-code generation can
outperform the existing backtracking methods in terms of memory effi-
ciency.
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1 Introduction

A number of authors have pointed out that backtracking (i.e., reverse execution)
would be of great help in debugging programs [1, 3, 5, 6]. Without backtrack-
ing, a typical debugger requires its user (1) to guess a problematic point which
may cause an unexpected behavior of a program, and set a breakpoint there,
and (2) to start a new debugging session and examine the program state at the
breakpoint. This pattern of debugging often takes substantial time, not only
because the user needs to iteratively perform a number of debugging sessions
to finally locate the origin of a bug, but also because (s)he often makes wrong
guesses. Worse, due to its iterative style, this pattern of debugging only works
for deterministic programs. For example, in multi-threaded programming lan-
guages such as Java, one cannot reproduce a non-deterministic scheduling order
between threads by merely restarting one’s program. For similar reasons, this
iterative pattern of debugging does not work in other non-deterministic pro-
gramming languages such as Dijkstra’s guarded command language [11] where
the non-determinism comes from non-exclusive guards. On the other hand, if a
debugger is able to walk back on the execution path of a program, a user can
naturally see what happened in the past and, as a result, trace the error back
to its origin.

Several debuggers support backtracking [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10]. Most of them,
however, rely on state saving or checkpointing (i.e., periodic state saving). These
state-saving-based backtracking methods often induce the consumption of sub-
stantial amounts of memory. It has been said that the ultimate solution for
backtracking is to use reverse code [12, 13]: executing the reverse code restores
the previous states of a program. Recently Akgul and Mooney suggested a
way to generate reverse code using a static analysis of its source program [3].
Their approach, however, does not appear to suit non-deterministic programs
such as multi-threaded programs. To address this problem, we have suggested
a dynamic reverse-code generation method where reverse code is generated on
the fly, while a debugger is running, based on a logged history of runtime state-
ments [15].

This article presents a case study of dynamic reverse-code generation. In
particular, we illustrate the usefulness of dynamic reverse-code generation by
(1) considering the standard example of a program managing a bounded buffer
and (2) measuring its memory usage for each existing backtracking method and
for our method. The issue of time complexity is also discussed in Section 4.

2 Backtracking Methods

Four kinds of backtracking methods are found in the literature: state saving,
checkpointing, static reverse-code generation and dynamic reverse-code genera-
tion. Notably, the methods for replay [9, 14, 17], that guarantees to reproduce
the same program execution as in the past, is excluded from the list. It is in-
feasible to backtrack with the replay method alone since a given program must
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be restarted from the beginning of its execution.

2.1 State saving

This method saves previous program points and previous data values while run-
ning a program forwards and restores them in a LIFO (Last In, First Out)
manner when backtracking [2, 4, 10, 18]. The naive approach is to save a whole
state-vector consisting of global variables, local variables and program point,
whenever the current state of a program changes (basic state saving). Alter-
natively one can save only modified values (incremental state saving). State
saving is the easiest way to perform backtracking. However its clear drawback
is that memory is consumed for every statement that changes the state of a
program, e.g., an assignment. Therefore memory is likely to be exhausted even
before reverse execution becomes necessary.

2.2 Checkpointing

This method saves previous program points and previous data values only at
predefined checkpoints (hence ‘checkpointing’), not on every statement. When
backtracking, one restores the state saved at the previous checkpoint (thus the
program point goes back to the previous checkpoint) and one runs the program
forward to the desired previous program point [1, 7]. Note that, in general, a
method for replay is used to reproduce the same execution as in the past. As
in the case of state saving, it is more economical to only save changes between
adjacent checkpoints than to save a state-vector at a checkpoint. Checkpointing
can consume less memory than state saving. When the same variable is modi-
fied several times between adjacent checkpoints, only the variable value at the
previous checkpoint is saved. However checkpointing shares the same limitation
as state saving; memory is likely to be exhausted even before reverse execution
becomes necessary.

2.3 Static reverse-code generation

This method generates reverse code before running a program. Executing the
reverse code restores the previous states of a program. The ideal reverse code
only uses the current values to compute the previous value. If one succeeds to
attain this ideal reverse code, the memory usage does not depend on the exe-
cution length, unlike state saving and checkpointing: only a constant amount
of memory is consumed on holding reverse code. However one cannot always
come up with ideal reverse code and it may be necessary to save states occa-
sionally. Naturally the major challenge of reverse-code generation is to generate
ideal reverse code as much as possible and to save states as little as possible.
In most of the literature, only self-defined assignments (assignments where the
same variable is used in both sides of the assignments, e.g., x:=x+1) are used to
generate reverse code [5, 8]. For example, the reverse code of x:=x+1 is x:=x-1.
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Recently, Akgul and Mooney suggested a way to generate reverse code be-
yond self-defined assignments [3]. They generate reverse code based on a path-
sensitive static analysis exploiting the data-dependency and the control-flow
graph of a source program. More specifically, Akgul and Mooney use two tech-
niques, redefinition and extraction-from-use 1 to restore the previous data. They
resort to state saving only if neither of the techniques applies. Redefinition con-
sists in using the nearest reaching definitions of the variable one wants to restore.
For example, if one wants to recover a variable x and the nearest reaching defi-
nition of x is x:=1 when a predicate p holds and x:=2 when ¬p holds, then one
can restore the previous value of x by executing either x:=1 or x:=2 depending
on what predicate holds.2 On the other hand, extraction-from-use exploits the
following fact: Let x be a variable one wants to recover and y a variable that
one knows the value of, and assume an injective function y=f(x) such that the
inverse function f−1 is derivable by the system or defined by the user. Then one
can restore the value of x through x:=f−1(y). For example, if y:=x+1 was exe-
cuted previously, one may restore the previous value of x by executing x:=y-1,
assuming that y was restored beforehand.

Currently, Akgul and Mooney only consider deterministic programs as the
target of reverse-code generation. The extension to non-deterministic programs
does not seem feasible. First the control-flow graph is likely to be huge, e.g.,
due to interleaving between threads. Worse, non-deterministic control flow in
general makes it impossible to infer uniquely the current execution path at
static-analysis time. As a result, neither redefinition nor extraction-from-use is
applicable other than to self-defined assignments.

2.4 Dynamic reverse-code generation

We recently introduced another backtracking method, dynamic reverse-code
generation [15]. This dynamic method differs from its static counterpart in that
reverse-code generation techniques (i.e., redefinition and extraction-from-use)
are applied to the history of runtime statements (hence ‘dynamic’), not to a
source program.3 It is our thesis that this dynamic method is useful for back-
tracking in non-deterministic programs. In the next section, we substantiate
this thesis by showing how dynamic reverse-code generation can restore more
variables than the other backtracking methods.

1They originally used the terms ‘redefine technique’ and ‘extract-from-use technique’.
2The variables affecting the value of predicates must be restored beforehand.
3In a companion paper [15], only the extraction-from-use technique is used for the sake of

simplicity. As in static reverse-code generation, state saving is used only when reverse code
cannot be generated.
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3 The Case of a Bounded Buffer

In this section, we introduce a bounded-buffer program where we measure mem-
ory usage for each of the backtracking methods presented in the previous section.

1 /***************************

2 * Bounded -Buffer Example *

3 **************************/

4 int buf[M]; // buffer size M

5 int g:=0; // experimental code

6 sem empty:=n;

7 sem full :=0;

8

9 thread Producer {

10 int src[N]; // source array

11 int p:=0;

12 int rear:=0;

13 int d:=0; // experimental code

14 while (p < N) {

15 wait(empty);

16 buf[rear]:=src[p];

17 p:=p+1;

18 rear:=rear+1;

19 rear:=rear % N;

20 signal(full);

21 g:=d+1; // experimental code

22 d:=g×3; // experimental code

23 }

24 }

25 thread Consumer {

26 int dst[N]; // destination array

27 int c:=0;

28 int front :=0;

29 int e:=0;

30 while (c < N) {

31 wait(full);

32 dst[c]:=buf[front ]+1;

33 c:=c+1;

34 front:=front +1;

35 front:=front % N;

36 signal(empty);

37 e:=g×2; // experimental code

38 g:=e-1; // experimental code

39 }

40 }

41 // Two semaphore procedures

42 procedure wait(int s) {

43 // atomic action

44 〈await(s>0); s:=s-1;〉
45 }

46 procedure signal(int s) {

47 〈s:=s+1;〉 // atomic action

48 }

Figure 1: The bounded-buffer program.

Figure 1 shows a Java-like program manipulating a bounded buffer shared
between multiple threads. This kind of program is ubiquitous in concurrent
systems and is often called ‘bounded-buffer’. A bounded-buffer program con-
sists of producers, consumers and a finite buffer shared between producers and
consumers. Producers put data into the buffer unless the buffer is full,4 and the
data in the buffer is fed to consumers unless the buffer is empty. For the sake of
brevity, we consider the simple case where only one pair of producer and con-
sumer exists. We assume that the size of the buffer is M. Elements in the source
array (denoted by src[N]) of the producer are copied to the destination array
(denoted by dst[N]) of the consumer in order after incrementing the value by
one. For example, if src[N] contains {10, 20, 30} in the beginning, then in the
end, dst[N] is filled with {11, 21, 31}. Semaphores are used to control concur-
rency. Two semaphore procedures wait and signal (assuming call-by-reference)
are shown in Lines 41-48 of Figure 1.

When we debug the above program, we assume the following:

1. Our debugger runs on top of an interpreter, not on compiled code.

2. The threads are interleaved.

3. The replay module is available in our debugger to reproduce the same
program execution as in the past after backtracking to a previous program
point.

4So there is no danger of buffer overflow.
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In order to run a program backwards, one needs to be able to restore the
previous program points and data values. First, regarding the restoration of the
previous program points in non-deterministic programs, one needs to remember
what choice was made (e.g., which thread became active) and when the choice
was made (e.g., when the context was switched). Note that this information is
logged by the replay module. It is fair to assume that, in order to restore the
previous program points, our debugger logs the order of (1) the accesses to the
entries of basic blocks, and (2) program points where the context is switched.

One may argue that, in our example of Figure 1, since Lines 15-20 and Lines
31-36 are mutually exclusive, static reverse-code generation can be applied to
these two code blocks. However one generally does not know which blocks are
guaranteed to execute sequentially before running a program. Indeed a number
of errors of multi-threaded programs occur due to unexpected interleaving of
code execution.

When it comes to restoring the data values, each backtracking method pre-
sented in Section 2 induces a different memory-usage pattern. In the following,
we consider these different memory-usage patterns. We assume that an integer
value costs I bytes. Then each backtracking method uses the following units of
memory where one memory unit is the size of integer:

3.1 Basic state saving

This method saves a state vector whenever the state of a program changes. A
state vector of the program consists of global variables and local variables. In the
running example, we have nine integer variables (p, c, front, real, empty, full,
g, d, e), one M -length integer array variable (buf) and two N -length integer
array variables (src,dst). The state of a program changes eight times in the
loop body of Producer and Consumer respectively. Until the program terminates,
Producer and Consumer respectively execute their loop body N times. So overall,
basic state saving costs 8(9 + M + 2N)I × N × 2 units of memory.

3.2 Incremental state saving

This method saves only modified values instead of state-vectors. As mentioned
above, the state of a program changes eight times in the loop body of Producer
and Consumer respectively. All the modified values (including buf[rear] and
dst[c]) take integer space. The loop body of each thread iterates N times, as
pointed out previously. Therefore incremental state saving costs 8I × N × 2
units of memory, which is certainly less than the memory usage in basic state
saving.

3.3 Checkpointing

This method saves states periodically at predefined checkpoints. The memory
requirement typically depends on how densely checkpoints are set. The more
coarsely they are set, the less memory is likely to be consumed but the more
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runtime is required to reach the previous program point from the nearest check-
point. In our example, let us suppose that two checkpoints are set at Lines 15
and 30.

Since state vectors are expensive, the incremental-state-saving idea is also
often used in checkpointing; only data values modified during the previous pe-
riod are saved. For example, if Lines 15-20 are executed before reaching the
checkpoint at Line 30, buf[rear],p,rear and full are saved.

Note that rear is saved only once. In incremental state saving, rear is saved
twice (one after Line 18, the other after Line 19). Incremental checkpointing
consumes less memory than incremental state saving when the same variable is
modified several times between adjacent checkpoints. In our example rear and
front are modified twice, hence we can save 2I units of memory. If Lines 21
and 38 are executed consecutively so that g is modified twice in a row, we can
also economize one more unit of memory. In this optimal case, checkpointing
costs (16 − 3)I × N units of memory, which is less than the memory usage in
incremental state saving.

3.4 Static reverse-code generation

This method performs backtracking by running pre-generated reverse code. Re-
verse code is calculated before executing a program based on a static analysis.
As pointed out in Section 2, the static reverse-code generation does not readily
apply to non-deterministic programs. Let us try to find reverse code to restore
a variable d after its value has changed at Line 22.

(a)

(b)

21

g:=d+121

g:=d+1 22 d:=g×3

e:=g×237 g:=e-138 22 d:=g×3

Figure 2: Two possible scenarios reaching Line 22 of Figure 1.

Both Scenario (a) and (b) in Figure 2 reach Line 22 after executing different
paths in the bounded-buffer program. In Scenario (b), context switching occurs
after the first statement and the third statement. The reverse code to recover d

must be different for each scenario. However, at static-analysis time, we cannot
infer which scenario will be chosen due to the non-deterministic context switch
between threads. Thus static reverse-code generation winds up resorting to
state saving. Restoring an element of array buf[] also ends up with state saving
for the same reason.

In summary, static reverse-code generation fails to provide non-state-saving
reverse code when we are to restore non-self-defined global variables (e.g., an
element of buf[]) or local variables whose possible reverse code involves global
variables (e.g., d).

In the running example, we can restore, independently of state saving, p, rear
at Line 18, c, front at Line 34, empty and full; all the above variables are used
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in self-defined assignments. The remaining eight variables (four in Producer and
another four in Consumer) are state-saved. Since the loop body of each thread
iterates N times, overall, the static reverse-code generation costs 4I × N × 2
units of memory, which is less than the memory usage in checkpointing.

3.5 Dynamic reverse-code generation

This method performs backtracking by running reverse code that is generated
on the fly. As described in Section 2, two reverse-code generation techniques,
redefinition and extraction-from-use, are applied to the history of runtime state-
ments. Note that the history of runtime statements can be obtained from (1)
the logged order of the accesses to the entries of basic blocks and program points
where the context is switched, and (2) the program source code.

Let us illustrate how a variable d can recover its previous value in Scenario
(b) of Figure 2. Since d was used in the right-hand side of the first statement
(g:=d+1), the first candidate of the reverse code for d is d:=g-1. However g was
redefined after the first statement by g:=e-1, so we also need to recover g. In
this case, from e:=g × 2, we get g:=e/2. Putting them together, we can restore
the previous value of d through d:=e/2-1.

(dst[0]:=buf[0]+1)
dst[c]:=buf[front]+132

signal(empty)36 wait(empty)15 buf[rear]:=src[p]
(buf[0]:=src[2])

16

front:=front+134c:=c+133 front:=front%N35

Figure 3: One possible scenario of the program of Figure 1.

An element of array buf[] can recover its previous value in a similar way.
Suppose the scenario of Figure 3 was executed and currently a value vector of
〈c,front,rear,p〉 is 〈1,1,0,2〉. And also assume that we restore array index
variables before restoring array elements. For example, in Figure 3, the first
statement, dst[c]:=buf[front]+1, is projected into dst[0]:=buf[0]+1, as shown
inside the parentheses.5 To restore the previous value of buf[rear] (in this case
buf[0]) after Line 16, we can use the first statement to generate the reverse code,
buf[0]:=dst[0]-1, which is satisfactory since dst[0] was not modified after its
use in the first statement.

As illustrated above, the dynamic reverse-code generation can restore, inde-
pendently of state saving, even the data values that cannot be restored using
static reverse-code generation. In the running example, assuming that we know
the default values to assign declared variables (e.g., in declaration int i;, we
can assume that i gets zero as its default initial value), we only need to save
rear at Line 19 and front at Line 35. Since the loop body of each thread iter-
ates N times, overall, dynamic reverse-code generation costs I ×N × 2 units of

5This does not mean we have to save projected statements while running a program; the
projected statement can be obtained on demand.
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memory, which is less than the memory usage in static reverse-code generation.
In the above discourse, we deliberately did not consider the memory usage

necessary to generate reverse code. In the case of dynamic reverse-code gener-
ation, reverse code is generated only when necessary for one-time use and it is
discarded afterwards. On the other hand, static reverse-code generation keeps
hold of reverse code. Therefore even when considering the memory consump-
tion necessary to generate reverse code, dynamic reverse-code generation costs
the least amount of memory units in our running example. It is also notewor-
thy that the gap between the dynamic reverse-code generation method and the
other ones becomes wider as the number of threads (i.e., Producer and Consumer)
increases.

4 Discussion

The comparison of Section 3 is focused on the memory usage of each backtrack-
ing method. On the other hand, the time complexity of dynamic reverse code
generation is, as shown in a companion paper [15], O(mn ·n) for each restoration
of a variable, where m denotes the maximum number of variables that appear
in the right-hand side of a reverse assignment (i.e., the assignment whose exe-
cution restores the value of the variable in its left-hand side), and n denotes the
length of the part of the runtime-statement history used to calculate a reverse
assignment. Note that m and n are small in general.6

As a matter of fact, when it comes to dynamic reverse-code generation for
debugging, time complexity is not as critical an issue as memory usage because
of the following:

1. Computer systems that contain multi-core processors are getting wide-
spread. Exploiting this emerging computing environment, one can execute
the program under debugging on one processor while calculating reverse
code on the other processor.

2. Reverse execution is typically performed step by step by a user who debugs
a given program, leaving ample amount of time to calculate reverse code.

The result of arithmetic operations of a program is not always mathemat-
ically precise due to the finite format used to represent numbers. Also, some
expressions involve operations that do not keep all values necessary to extract
the previous value from this expression. A modulus operation is one such ex-
ample. In the above cases, the corresponding expression cannot be used for the
extraction-from-use technique. However, this does not necessarily restrict the
usefulness of dynamic reverse-code generation because of the following:

6If m or n is exceptionally large, the state-saving method can be used instead.
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1. The redefinition technique can be used to generate reverse code.

2. The problematic situations described above can be detected at runtime.
Unlike static reverse-code generation, the decision as to resort to state
saving or not is made at runtime. While executing a program, the values
that cannot be restored by ideal reverse code are detected and saved in
memory.

3. If a user is interested in only logical errors, symbolic execution can be
employed so that returning a mathematically wrong value can be out of
concern.

Reverse-code generation for heap-manipulation operations is not as straight-
forward as in the bounded-buffer program. However we have observed several
cases where it is feasible to generate satisfactory reverse code based on the
current heap state and statement history. We describe them elsewhere [16].

5 Conclusions

We have shown how much memory is consumed in various backtracking meth-
ods when a bounded buffer is accessed concurrently. In particular, we have
pointed out why the existing static reverse-code generation does not work well on
non-deterministic programs such as multi-threaded ones and why the dynamic
reverse-code generation does. Finally, we have illustrated that our dynamic
reverse-code generation can use less memory than the existing backtracking
methods when applied to non-deterministic programs.
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